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Abstract: 

Let’s understand that Nurdels are also known as Micro Plastics now let’s see the range [4] before 

starting of this paper –  

i. Plastic particle below 10 nano meter are called Nano Plastics. 

ii. Plastics particle below 1 micro meter to 100 nano meters are called Sub-Micro Plastics. 

iii. Plastics particle from 5 milli meter down to 1 micro meter are called Micro Plastics. 

So we can say in easy terms that – Micro plastic > Sub-Micro Plastic > Nano Plastic 

The micro plastic once ingested in human body causes gut blockages causing internal injuries, physical 

injuries also a great change in the oxygen level in human body. This reduced the energy levels in human 

body. In the growing ones micro plastic impacts the growth and also the reproduction of body affecting the 

whole ecosystem of our body. It’s our duty towards nature and mankind to reduce Nurdels so to live happily 

with less pollution.   

 
Fig. 01 – Micro plastics 
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Introduction 

Ingested but it’s not been able to penetrate human skin. Secondly injections are made up of plastics 

too but they are sterilized. Still the Nurdels (Micro plastics) are ingested. Both Micro plastics and Nano 

plastics are been formed by breakdown of larger pieces of plastics. Now a day the products consumed by us 

also contains various micro and nano particles which get ingested in human body. Various cosmetic 

products include Micro plastics such as scrubs, face creams, shampoos, soaps, toothpaste, nail polish, 

foundation creams, lip balms and Lipsticks these are good sources of Micro plastic pollution.  
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Fig. 02 – Plastic from Fish Stomach (Net 1) 

 

Why Worry?–  

Frankly speaking we are not very clear till date how hazardous Micro plastic are for Environment. 

The biodiversity can absorb the micro plastics especially humans but this alone Micro plastic does not prove 

heavy toxicity. Still we have to take into account that such a small size particles will have the ability to 

absorb some tissues of the organism in them forming hazardous complex.   

 
Fig. 03 – Plastic pollution ready to transform in micro plastics (Net 2) 

 

The anthropogenic source of plastic each year worldwide is 500 Million tones. Out of this a 

significant amount is been absorbed in atmosphere as litter still it takes more than 500 Years to degrade[2]. 

 This heavy use of plastics will lead to a massive increase in micro plastic pollution over the next two 

decades. Even though a material is very inert and nontoxic still if the concentration level of material reach a 

certain level it have many unforeseen effects on our health and environment both. 

 

History of micro plastics –  

 
Fig. 04 – Micro plastics through Raman Microscopy (Net 3) 
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Earlier when some research is done they realized that only anthropogenic activity is responsible for 

micro plastic entering the environment. Various optical separation techniques were used to distinguish 

plastic from other particles of same sizes but these failed too quickly as in optical separation the particle size 

is smaller than even a milli meter and for such a small size it’s very difficult to distinguish between sand 

particles, silica particles and micro plastic particles [3].  

Than some German Scientists did a chemical analysis of around 4000 such particles from water but 

this analysis came too bad as only 6 particles out of 4000 particles were came to be micro plastic particles.  

The water itself contains a large amount of organic particles, minerals and lime stone too, so it’s 

very difficult to standardize an analysis or any method to compare accurately different particles with one 

another and segregate them.  

This is all because still the concentration of micro plastics is low in Indian streams. This research is 

very much on an infant just born but still we can’t wait and watch the pollution of micro plastics to be huge. 

We are still very much in trouble with plastic pollution worldwide. The rate of degradation of plastic is 

very-very slow and it is the duty of us Environmentalists to find out a suitable process to increase the rate as 

soon as possible. Still we can say that some strategies should be adopted to reduce the amount of plastic and 

micro plastics used by us so the production of pollution by us also reduces. 

 

Methods Proposed to detect micro plastics –  

We know that seeing and reading this heading many questions came to your mind. There are several 

methods we are using currently to analyze micro plastics. Here we combine thermal analysis with gas 

chromatography and mass spectroscopy to determine types of micro plastics and their quantity too, which 

may be present in given sample. These are good methods but cannot determine the particle sizes. 

Now a days we must use spectroscopic method for detection and determination of shapes sizes and 

amount of micro plastic particles. In this we must apply an Infera red microscope which can analyze particle 

size up to 25 micro meters.  

The Latest technology we must be using is Raman microscope which uses Molecular Optics Laser 

Examiner process. It is a non-destructive spectroscopic method to analyze and distinguish sustainable 

particle differences of synthetic polymers and natural substances and even sand, silica and quartz. By the 

use of this technology we have confided that micro plastics presence in Oceans are ingested in various 

fishes (See fig. 02). We have also found water flea in muscles in digest of small micro plastic particles and 

these gets deposited in stomach and liver muscles.  

 
Fig. 05 – Micro plastics from stomach (Net 4) 

 We have to analyze the negative effects of different levels of micro plastic particles and even Nano 

plastic contamination. Especially in fresh water streams and oceans, in humans and other various aquatic 

species. As we can analyze that the micro plastic particles have some types of toxicity effects on health too 

[1].  
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Conclusion –  Can we Ban Plastics? – The answer is NO. Why? – As because it is a versatile material 

used in daily living habits of us humans and has many advantages over other materials. It is our duty to 

reduce plastic products, which we use drastically so that littering of micro plastic particles reduces. We also 

should apply the reuse methods on various plastic materials to make them sustainable and the use of plastics 

is been reduced, reducing the disposal as in {4} paper we proposed the water balls that too homemade above 

the plastic bottles to reduce the waste. Some more methods like that we will try to develop to reduce the 

usage of plastics so that micro plastic particle pollution reduces too. 
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